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Funding	Request	Form	

	
Please answer the following questions, and email a saved copy of this document to 
info@manelekoele.org. Please send as a WORD Document.  Incomplete answers may 
delay or prevent you from being funded. 

1. Name of the organization 
Robotics Club 
Lana`i High & Elementary (LHES) 
6th Grade Science 
Advisor: M. Kapua Weinhouse 

2. Is this organization a 501c3? 

No, LHES is a government state agency, part of the Department of Education. 
 
3. Contact info:  

a. M. Kapua Weinhouse 
b. PO Box 630630, Lana`i City, HI  96763 
c. Email:  Michele_Weinhouse@notes.k12.hi.us 
d. Alternate Contact: Elizabeth Conroy-Humphrey 
e. Cell:  760-390-5632 
f. EIN:  My EIN is confidential, is there some other identifier I can submit? 

4. Description and history of the organization 

VEX robotics is the fastest growing scholastic robotics program in Hawai`i and the 
world; since introducing it just 4 years ago, there are now 250 VEX IQ teams in Hawai`i.  
Last year, Art Kimura from the Hawai`i Space Grant Consortium sent an email to Lana`i 
High and Elementary School asking if any teacher would be williing to start a program 
on Lana`i.  Mr. Kimura was particularly interested in Lana`i because it was the only 
island in Hawai`i that did not have a Robotics Team.  Being a huge STEM (Science, 
Techenology, Engineering and Math) advocate, I could not pass up the opportunity for 
our students to be a part of the Robotics Community.  Mr. Kimura, through a 21st 
Century Grant, was able to supply us with 4 VEX Robotics kits, a Competition Field, 
training and more.   
 
This is the first year of the Robotics Club for students at LHES as well as myself.  I had 
no idea what to expect but I have found that Robotics has provided my students with a 
great opportunity to utilize the Engineering Process, succeed through trial and error, 
and build tenacity.  By default, our program is all student-driven because I have no 
experience with robotics and am learning along-side the students.  The first day, the 
students opened up the boxes and began building robots following the directions given.  
Since then, they are learning how to research to improve their robot.  (Thanks to MKCF, 
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they are able to do this on the computers purchased through a MKCF grant).  Fridays 
afterschool you will find robots driving in and out of Classroom L17 as well as hear 
hoorahs of excitement as students improve their driving and their robots’ capabilities.  
Since the beginning of school, we’ve met 12 times.  There have been have been 24 
students who have attended.  Seven of those students have attended 6 or more times.  
Although most of the girls joined later, they have been growing in numbers and have 
been consistently showing up in the last month.  We plan to have two competition 
teams: one girls team and one boys team.   
 
I attended a VEXIQ Robotics Challenge on O`ahu during the Fall Break.  What an 
incredible event!  I was overwhelmed at the tables of elementary and middle schoolers 
working on their robots, practicing their remote-control driving skills, rebuilding broken 
robot arms, checking in their robots, going over their robots programming.  I was 
beginning to think that perhaps Lana`i students weren’t ready to compete.  Then I saw a 
team during a challenge with a robot that failed to move.  It was then I realized that it 
didn’t matter how well my students would do in a challenge but that they needed to have 
the experience of the competition.  Even if their robots were to break down during a 
challenge, they will still learn so much.  They need to understand what it means to 
problem solve under pressure, to know they must get better and to believe that they can 
be as good as the other students,  
 
I have registered two Lana`I teams, CyberPines (boys) and PineBots (girls).  There are 
8 students who will be selected to attend their first competition on Maui.    

 
5. Current Project:  

a. Name of project:  2017 Valley Isle VEXIQ, Lokelani Intermediate School, Kihei, 
Maui 

b. Rationale for project:  To provide an opportunity for Lan`i’s Elementary and 
Middle School Robotics Club members to compete with other students in order to 
build problem-solving skills, tenacity and self-confidence.  This event will show 
how Lana`i students are just as competitive as other students in Hawai`i. 

 
6. Total amount of Funding Request: 

a. Date Funds will be needed:  November 22, 2017 
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7. Itemized breakdown of the funding request: (Please include current budget for 
 organization and for the proposed project):   

 
8 students, 3 adults to attend competition  

 Registration of 2 teams for 2017 Valley Isle VEXIQ   $170.00 
 Team T-shirts (Qty 20)      200.00 
 Lodging (3 Rooms Pioneer Inn Best Western Lahaina)     541.81 
 Round Trip Speedy Shuttle from  
  Lahaina to Lokelani Intermediate     470.80 
 Round Trip Ferry from Manele to Lahaina (8 kids, 3 adults)     444.98 
 Breakfast/Lunch Day of Competition     220.00 
                     TOTAL   $2047.59 
 

Since this is our first year, we don’t have a budget.  Elton Kinoshita paid $250 for the 
registration of our 2 teams with VEX.  We have plans to fundraise in Kakou’s Lana`i 
One to be held in March.  The robot, equipment and training were paid by Art Kimura 
through his 21st Century Grant.  I hope to create a budget next year that will offset some 
of the competition costs and be independent of outside funding in 3 years (see budget 
goals in #10). 

 
8. Identify who the funding request would benefit, i.e. what age groups, etc.  Include 

number and demographics of targeted population.   

4th graders: 2 girls 
5th graders: 4 girls 
6th graders: 8 boys and 4 girls 
7th graders: 3 boys 
8th graders: 1 boy and 2 girls   
 
We will not be taking all 24 students to the challenge, only 8 will be selected.  However, 
all students will benefit because the 8 students will share their learnings with the rest of 
the group.  Selection of the 8 students will be determined based on attendance and an 
in-house competition to determine the best girl and boy drivers. 

 
9. What specific goals are you trying to achieve? How will you evaluate success? 

 
The goals of the Robotics Club, in its inaugural year, is to create momentum and an 
experience base to continue the club in subsequent years to participate in robotics 
competitions.  Club members have already expressed an interest in programming and it 
is our goal to incorporate that into our program after the winter break. 
 
A future goal of the club is to be able to incorporate robotics and programming into a 
project that would benefit the community.  Also, please see #10 for budget goals. 
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10. Other sources of funding the group has received or is planning on applying for:   

We have received registration funds from Elton Kinoshita so that we could start the club. 
 
In three years time, I would like to make our group self-sustaining so that we do not 
need to write grants to participate in competitions.  Through hosting a 
competition/event, participating in community fundraising events, and member 
contributions, I’m hoping we will have enough money to attend challenges on our own in 
the future.  Future grants (from a variety of resources) will be written to pay for new 
robots, parts, and kits, not attending challenges. 
 

11. Supply a community reference and their contact information.   
Elton Kinoshita, Lana`i High and Elementary School, PO Box 630630, Lana`I City, HI 
96763.  Ph:  808-565-7900.  Email:  Elton_Kinoshita@notes.k12.hi.us 

 
12. If you would like to include additional materials such as pictures, website, Facebook 

page, etc. to support your application, please attach them as separate documents, or 
include links to them.  These additional materials are welcomed, but not required. 

I have attached a recent STEM article from the November issue of “Lanai Today.” 


